
Gut Bacteria & Immunity Part I



There are many aspects of the function 
of the gut and other microbiomes that 
could be related to a client’s issues

But what is the immunity and 
inflammation connection?

It’s very complicated, just like the 
other aspects we’ve been discussing

But research shows clear connections 
to the inflammatory response that ties 
into what we’ve been talking about



What’s missing from the conversation?

1. How much of what happens in the gut and 
small intestines is happening in other 
microbiomes?

Most of the research is about the gut

There have been some connections made 
between the lungs and the inflammatory 
response as well as the sinuses

But what about the other microbiomes – and 
what does that mean for solutions



2. How much do the good bacteria play 
a role? – most of the discussion is 
about what the pathogens cause to 
happen

Yes, it’s true that it’s the pathogens 
that are going to trigger the 
inflammatory response

But we’re also interested, and maybe 
more so, in what the good bacteria do 
to prevent

- we’re looking for solutions



Healthy Gut



Dysbiosis



We’re going to look at the relationship 
between gut microbes and the T-cell 
polarization

Situations where chronic dysbiosis and 
other intestinal issues persist tend to 
be related to Th2 dominance

Does the dysbiosis drive Th2, or does 
Th2 polarization drive chronic 
dysbiosis?



Why are so many people Th2 dominant?

A healthy gut (GI tract) and other microbiomes as well don’t have a lot of Th2 
cells

Stress cortisol and adrenaline increase Th2, and inflammation will also increase 
cortisol and adrenaline

Diet – Too many fruits, and vegetables (juicing) provide too many antioxidants 
that support Th2

Digestive issues can disrupt proper epithelial activity and signal Th2 response

Age? 



Stress – increasing Th2 and will increase the biofilm activity of bacteria

High Th2 lowers Th1, making it difficult for the Th1 response to fight gut 
pathogens

More pathogens mean more release of inflammatory cytokines and more 
damage to the gut lining

More pathogens also mean more symptoms, such as bloating and a greater 
possibility of developing SIBO or having chronic SIBO, dysbiosis, etc.

Brain-gut connection means the pro-inflammatory cytokines can lead to more 
brain inflammation

Food sensitivities are going to increase. How?



Antigen food particles are grabbed by 
dendritic cells and presented to  T 
cells with a kill signal instead of a 
tolerance signal

Dendritic cells, whether you have a 
leaky gut or not, are going to reach 
into the intestine - grab the food 
sample and present it to T cells as 
either tolerogenic or pathogenic

Most likely to do this because high 
pathogens levels are more likely to 
signal the need for a response



More pathogens also mean more NF-kappa 
B expression, so more inflammation

Because of memory T cells, the exposure 
to a food antigen is going to be more 
efficient and therefore occur faster

If a person has an autoimmune condition –
the food they are eating that has caused an 
inflammatory response can activate Th17 
and cause the autoimmune conditions to 
be more active

All because of excess pathogens in the GI 
tract 



This increased Th2 will continue to 
feed the cycle of gut pathogens and 
inflammation 

A decreased Th1 response means the 
pathogens are not going to be dealt 
with

Dysbiosis or SIBO, etc., will continue



Macrophages can help

They promote epithelial progenitor 
cells to be active, which helps repair 
the epithelial tissue

But MACs are activated by INF-gamma 
which is a Th1 cytokine

If Th1 is low, then – gut lining repair is 
difficult

Dampening Th2  and upping Th1 can 
help repair



The Mucus Lining
Pathogenic bacteria cannot access receptors on the intestinal wall lining 
(epithelial lining) if there’s a healthy mucus lining protecting it

This applies to all microbiomes

Different players in the mucus lining help protect the intestinal lining and 
maintain the mucus lining

Part of healthy function includes some beneficial bacteria that degrade the 
mucus lining and others that build it back up

Too many pathogenic bacteria can degrade the mucus lining further until access 
to the intestinal lining has been achieved



“Expanding our knowledge into the nature of different mucin-degrading 
bacteria and their differential roles in the GI tract is important to help develop 

new therapeutic approaches aimed at restoring eubiosis in inflammatory 
conditions and preventing infectious diseases caused by enteric pathogens.”

Tailford et al, Front. Genet., 19 March 2015,

Eubiosis: A healthy and balanced state marked by high diversity and abundance of microbial 
populations in the GI tract



When pathogens breach the mucosal lining, 
it’s considered a mucosal infection

Microbe-specific T cells are activated and 
differentiate into inflammatory effector cells 
(Th cells)

These T cells go on to form memory cells that 
are phenotypically and functionally 
consistent with pathogen-specific T cells.

Adaptive responses against residential 
bacteria are an integral component of 
mucosal immunity (testing to discover good 
guys from bad)



Anything seen as pathogenic in small 
amounts can be tolerated and, 
therefore, not cause issues

But once there are too many, and the 
mucus lining has been breached, the 
potential for this inflammatory response 
and a loop is possible

However, T-regs determine non-
inflammatory homeostasis and if there’s 
going to be gut inflammation

Beneficial gut bacteria produce metabolites 
that promote T-reg production



There are Th1 cells in the mucosal 
lining, and together with Th17 they 
work to eliminate small amounts of 
bacteria that have penetrated the 
surface of the epithelial lining

Th17 can promote IL-22, which will 
increase the secretion of antimicrobial 
proteins from epithelial cells and help 
with epithelial homeostasis



IL-6 can promote Tr1 cells (type of T-
regs) which can increase IL-10 and shut 
down Th17 activity

Remember, Th17 acts like the police in 
the GI tract – once they do their 
job, there needs to be a negative 
feedback loop to lower their activity



Secretory IgA
Intestinal mucosal cells secrete IgA (SIgA), which 
promotes the removal of antigens and pathogens

SIgA prevents them from locking onto intestinal wall 
receptor sites

SIgA’s relationship with the good bacteria allows the 
immune system to leave the good bacteria alone and 
target the pathogens

Further research has found that good gut microbes play 
a role to stimulate the production of SIgA

So they are not just sitting there – they are active 
players



When epithelial integrity decreases (lining is 
damaged), there is:

- Increase in antibodies to bacteria in the 
blood

- Decrease of the mucosal lining

- Less mucosal sIgA

- Fewer ROS to kill pathogens

A blood test could possibly be measured by 
LPS in the bloodstream, as an indicator that 
bacteria are in the bloodstream



There are a lot of protective 
mechanisms from the adaptive and 
innate immune systems to keep the 
balance of the gut function in 
homeostasis and away from being 
inflammatory

It starts with tissue



Tissue is not aseptic

There’s a level at which neutrophils 
can keep bacteria levels low

Above that level is considered 
infection

The intestinal lining has tools to help 
fight pathogens, too and help restore 
homeostasis



Intestinal epithelial cells make:

- TSLP (thymic stromal lymphopoietin) –
cytokine that drives Th2 on mucosal surfaces

Also involved with B cell activation and SIgA
production

- TGB-beta and IL-10 to increase tolerance

- PGE2 which also increases tolerance

Also involved with B cell activation and SIgA
production



Allergens trigger epithelial cells, mast 
cells and fibroblast to produce TSLP 
and, through a series of chemical 
reactions, stimulates Th2 cells

This increases the IgE production, 
actions of the fibroblast, eosinophil and 
mucus

Remember, IgE is not just about food 
allergens

Now we go to part II
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